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On the cover: The Working Bee was a grand
aﬀair! Many man- and woman hours went
into sprucing up the clubroom and the jetty.
Pictured is Vanessa McKay still smiling towards the end of day one!

Advertise in Tell Tales

...and be seen by hundreds of people in
Opua and Paihia every month.
1 year - $300 ($25 per advert)
6 months - $150
3 months - $100
1 month - $50
Call Manuela on 021 44 55 29
or email info@opuacruisingclub.co.nz
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‘Spot the Yot’ and WIN
a $20 Burnsco voucher

The winner of the $20 Burnsco
voucher is... Julie Kidman. Congratulations!
You can collect your prize from the Burnsco
Shop in Opua . This month’s prize is a $20
Burnsco Voucher. Just email your answer to
info@opuacruisingclub.co.nz by 25th October 2015. Winner drawn at random from
correct entries.
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COMMODORE’S REPORT

I

’ve just spent a week down at the mountain to indulge another passion, skiing,
and with the mountain closed a couple of the
days, I was reminded how much the weather
plays a part in this sport and our main passion,
sailing. I’m an avid weather watcher, whether
it is to anticipate conditions for a Wednesday night race or to plan a holiday cruise.
Although our small land mass in the middle
of two oceans makes forecasting diﬃcult the
local forecasters do provide a great service. I
have three tabs set-up on my browser and by
regularly reviewing their charts and predictions you get a pretty good idea of what is going on. I recommend loading metvuw.com,
predictwind.com and the marine met service
(metservice.com). Let’s hope they all predict
a great summer of sailing for us this season.
In other news, the club was pleased to be able
to support Bay of Islands Yacht Club in their
youth Starling and P Class training weekend, our patrol boat being used as one of the
safety boats. We will have a team of four of
our youth sailors in the RNZYS NetXpresso
regatta later in the year; watch out for the fundraising events over the next month or so and
thank you in advance for your support.
Well done to Team Libertee spreading the
OCC fame internationally with their win in
the Hobie Cats at Musket Cove. We’re looking at sending a team up to the 2016 Oceania
Hobie Championship next year, let me know
if you are keen to be part of this.
There has been quite a bit of work by the
house sub-committee looking at enhancing
the décor of the club, thanks to Andy and his
team for all the hard work going down this
track; minor changes will happen this season

Commodore Bill Kidman and daughter
Anna hitting the slopes.

and some big changes planned for next winter.
The club continues to buzz with our energised committee and plenty of planned social
events, looking forward to the summer season
kick-off.
See you out on the water or at the club.

Cheers
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TELL TALES NEWS & REPORTS
Racing Report
Ma�a�a C���e��i��s � A��e �� Crai��r
W�me�’s S�mmer Series
By Julie Blazing Shadz Butler
With five yachts lined up in 20 to 25 knots
of wind and reef in my main so I didn’t scare
my crack helms woman Kathrin to much we
couldn’t have got a better start. We hit the
line on the gun hard on the wind and going
as well as a 25 ton ocean going schooner with
a dirty bottom can go. You Two followed to
windward Kantime to leeward in third Nexus
crossed forth and Black Swan in fifth.
Kantime sailed underneath me with a knot
or so more boat speed and nearing the layline
(moored boats) with me hard on her heals.
Rebecca skippering Kantime (go girl go)
called for sea room to tack on to port in front
of me. I kindly obliged and tacked on to port
with her expecting Nexus who was catching up to show the same friendly and sports
woman like gesture but I was reminded of
the starboard rule. With no room to bear of
or tack in behind having washed off most
of our boat speed I slowly went back onto
starboard gathered way again trying to avoid
the moored boats. I tacked back to port as
Nexus and Kantime were happily on the
other layline preparing to tack back to starboard. As we stood up in the sixth tack my
three meter ruler found the bottom and we
stopped abruptly. Through the tack and with
the wind on the starboard side I sheeted on
and the wind pressure healed us once more
and we layed of and gathered way again.
Level pegging with Black Swan I pointed out
were the three meter mark was. As we put
in the seventh tack and layed the top mark
much to my arms relief Kantime rounded

the second top mark and headed for the
bottom You Two was reaching across the top
of the course with Nexus falling behind. We
rounded the first top mark with Black Swan
hot on our heels. The wind eased a little as
we reached across the top of the course but
we still managed to put a boat length or two
(Blazing Shadz length) on Black Swan as we
rounded the second make and headed for
the bottom. We gybed twice down the leg in
with fading wind but got good pressure of
Okiato and rounded the bottom mark just in
front of Black Swan. Kantime had finished
top off the class with You Two second with
a quicker gybe and sheeting on Black Swan
scorched of to take fourth behind Nexus
and we finished a minute and a bit behind
Black Swan in our usual last place but WELL
DONE Blazing Shadz.
C U out there next time Julie

Rob
Galley

We provide expert services to local
and overseas yachts. You can rely on
our expertise and products. Our
complete range of facilities allow us
to service all of your spar and
rigging needs.

Northland Spars & Rigging

+64 (0)9 402 6280
+64 (0)273 322 381
2 Baffin Street, Opua, NZ
sales@sparsandrigging.com
www.sparsandrigging.com
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TELL TALES NEWS & REPORTS
Thank you!

I

t is with great sadness we have had to
accept the resignation of Chris Ball from
our committee. Chris has been a committee
member for a long time and has provided
great service to the club. He’s been responsible for the bar and kitchen and been a
reliable and helpful team member. We are
sorry to lose his services from the committee
but we’ll still be seeing plenty of him round
the club and certainly appreciate the time he
puts in helping at the bar. Thank you Chris
for your service over the years.

Membership Report
Membership Draw
The annual membership draw was well attended on Friday 04 September 2015, and
it’s the best nautical dress went to Bernd
Bambus. Great effort!
Big Thank You to all our generous sponsors:
FNHL - haul out, hard stand 3 days, water
last and splash, limited to 45ft vessel.
FULLERS GREAT SIGHTS - 2 adults
Island Adventurer - Cliffs and Caves
R TUCKER THOMPSON - 2 places day
sail on board the tall ship
ROMEYN WOODCRAFT - wooden chopping board
MARINE ELECTRICS OPUA - battery
charger
NZ YACHT SERVICES - Gift voucher value
$150. and T-shirt
TRANSMARINE PRO - gift voucher value
$150
BURNSCO - 4 waterproof torches/2 pocket
CATER MARINE - 1 x multi tool
Julie Butler donated her prize from NZ Yacht
Services to the dinghy sailing program. Thank
you!
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MARINA EXTENSION

M

aterials are arriving on site for the start
of construction which is essentially
next week. The large concrete panels currently being stock piled are for the dead-man
wall that will be partially built first on an
alignment which is half way out to the final
seawall. The dead-man wall is designed to
support the seawall itself and will be held in
place by steel piles. Once built dredging will
start and this material placed behind and
in front of the panels to give them support.
There won’t be a lot more to see for a few
weeks as more planning takes place and materials sourced. Additional signage has gone up
regarding temporary parking arrangements.
The two trailer parking areas identified on
these signs along the western side of Baﬃn
Street is to be reformed, new drainage swales,
vegetation removed and re metalled. It will
mean that some of the trailer yachts are
moved temporarily at least so the area can be
used by more people.

by Far North Holdings
Chris Galbraith

Biosecurity – Marine Pests
The Bay of Islands is a pristine marine
environment and we are active in managing
potential threats from harmful marine pests
establishing themselves in the area. One of
the major non indigenous threats to the Bay
at present is from Mediterranean Fanworm.
This is currently well established in the
greater Auckland Harbour and in parts of the
Whangarei Harbour and Marsden Cove.
To manage this risk any vessel wanting to use
marinas in the Far North have to prove that
they are free of the pest before they arrive.
More info can be found on our website
http://www.bayofislandsmarina.co.nz/biosecurity-marine-pests/

TEMPORARY TRAILER
PARKING AREA

TEMPORARY TRAILER
PARKING AREA

CONTRACTOR
LAYDOWN AREA

TURNING AREA FOR TRAILER

CAR PARK / TEMPORARY
TRAILER PARKING AREA

SERVICE VEHICLE
ACCESS ONLY

RD

PIE

RE

PIE

RF

PIE

EXISTING
OPUA MARINA

PROPOSED OPUA MARINA
STAGE 2 EXTENSION

TEMPORARY TMP FOR OPUA MARINA STAGE 2 EXTENSION
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WORKING BEE REPORTby Derek Edwards

T

he Annual Working Bee to tidy-up our
Club is a much bigger job this year. A
hardy group of volunteers began work on
Saturday 3rd to give the members lounge a
much needed facelift and the work programme will continue for some time yet. SO
if you are handy with a paint brush or can
upholster contact Andy or myself and we will
find a few hours work for you!! The intention is to have the lounge usable during Bar
opening hours so its business as usual.
The initial workplan is to repaint all of the
walls and joinery, relocate the Sound Boards
to absorb reflected sound from the walls and
use sails to decorate the ceiling space and hopefully - further improve the acoustics.
Following this we have about 25 Chairs to
re-upholster and repaint frames, a number of
Bar Stools to repair and Couches that look
very tired to be cleaned and/or recovered.
Next, we need to replace the existing Polypropylene Carpet which absorbs stains with
a Solution Dyed Nylon product that can
be easily cleaned. Finally we need to clean
the building exterior and Deck and there is
a plan to modify the clear screens to make
them easier to use.
If there is any enthusiasm left after all that,
there are a large number of tables on the deck
that need to be repainted - maybe next year !!
Next Working Bee to tidy up the deck is
scheduled for Saturday 7th November!

Craig Gurnell

DIRECTOR
willissails@ihug.co.nz
Loft: Norfolk Place
skype: willissails
PO Box 453, Kerikeri
09 407 8153
021 786 080
www.willissails.co.nz
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HOW TO....

By Dr. Brian Hepburn

HULL DAMAGE OR KEEPING THE
WATER ON THE OUTSIDE... Cont.

enough water so that it is no longer receiving
an adequate supply of cooling water.

(5.) If bilge pumps are inoperative or inadequate to handle water flow, engage auxiliary pumps.
You can supplement your vessel’s electric bilge
pumps with manual bilge pumps, the largest
of which can move up to a gallon a stroke. The
problem, of course, is that the crew has to operate them, and this is strenuous work. Most
people are not able to operate a good-sized
manual bilge pump at thirty to forty strokes
per minute for more than about ten minutes,
so you’ll have to set up a rotating schedule.

(6.) If bilge and auxiliary pumps appear
insufficient to handle water flow, send out
alerting and or distress signals.
The instant you doubt your ability to control
the flow of water coming into your vessel’s
hull, or at least to pump the water overboard
faster than it is coming in, broadcast a PanPan urgency message over VHF Channel 16
or SSB frequency 2182 kHz to sound an alert
that you may need assistance. State the nature
of your emergency and the assistance you require. Be sure to include your location by latitude and longitude or relative to well-known
landmarks, give a description of your vessel,
and note the number of people on board.
Don’t put off making at least an alerting call, as
your batteries could quickly be shorted out by
the incoming water. The moment you become
convinced that you are not going to be able to
keep your vessel from floundering, broadcast
a Mayday distress message. If you don’t get a
satisfactory reply to your Mayday, set off visible and possibly audible distress signals, Even
if you cannot see any other vessels in your immediate vicinity, fire a red parachute or a
Meteor flare. It might be spotted by a vessel
out of sight over the horizon that will come to
investigate. If other vessels are nearby, sound
repeated short blasts on your horn, raise and
lower your fully extended arms and/or fire an
orange smoke flare.

In a serious emergency, you can remove a significant quantity of water from your vessel
by using your main engine and/or the engine
powering your electrical generator as an emergency bilge pump. The raw-water pump on a
typical 6 cylinder diesel engine, for instance,
has a flow rate of about 75 gallons per minute,
and one on a 12 cylinder engine pumps up to
140 gallons per minute. Here’s the procedure.
If the engine is running, turn it off. Close the
sea cock or gate valve of the through-hull fitting serving the engine’s raw-water intake,
disconnect the hose clamps, remove the hose
from the through-hull, cover its end with
some kind of screening to keep out debris (if
nothing else is available, rip the wire out of
a port or companionway screen), lay the end
of the inlet hose in the bilge, and restart the
engine.
The end of the inlet hose must be completely
covered by bilge water to insure that the engine gets an adequate supply of cooling water.
You should also post a crew member at the
end of the inlet hose to make certain it does
not become clogged and to alert you to the
moment when the engine has pumped out

These steps, of course, assume that you are
far from shore when your hull’s integrity is
seriously breached. If you are inshore and
can reach land or even a sandbar, simply run
your vessel aground. You may do some further
damage to your hull and possibly your underwater gear, but at least you will keep your boat
from going under.
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KNOW YOUR RULES

By Wayne Limbrick

The Rule that Never Sleeps!
14 AVOIDING CONTACT
A boat shall avoid contact with another boat
if reasonably possible. However, a right-ofway boat or one entitled to room or markroom
(a) need not act to avoid contact until it
is clear that the other boat is not keeping
clear or giving room or mark-room, and
(b) shall not be penalised under this rule
unless there is contact that causes damage
or injury.
Comment- Even though you have right-ofway, you must make an effort of avoid contact if it becomes apparent that another boat
is not giving you that right-of-way. You will
not be penalised unless the contact causes
damage or injury!
And remember, ‘Might is not Right’ as some big
boat skippers might think!

Get involved
We would love to read from you! Please share
your adventures, poems, photos and visions
with us. Our monthly magazine needs more
input from our members.
E-mail your stories to info@opuacruisingclub.co.nz
Thank you!

Help us out
We are looking for creative souls to help us
build the scenes for this year’s pantomime.
It is a lot of fun and very rewarding. Please
contact our chief stage builder Cees on 021
060 9706
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FUNDRAISER



We all have our favourite recipes, those that Grandma used to make, those dishes that we remember
from our childhood and then those everyday ones that we love and enjoy.
We are creating an Opua Cruising Club Recipe Book of all these favourites. Please share with us as
many recipes as you can savoury, sweet, you name it we want it ☺
All the recipes will be put into a book that you can buy with all proceeds going to Youth Sailing.

Debbie Kerr has shared with us the idea and is pulling it all together – Thank You
To share your recipes please contact Debbie on 027 277 2121 or email to
blinddesign@vodafone.co.nz
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Saturday 10th October 2015
18:00 – 21:00

IT’S LIVE MUSIC NIGHT

With Penny Royal Tea – Nick Laird and Cat Logan

A great selection of music for all - Blues, Rock, Folk, Indie and much more
Nick and Cat have played at Alfresco’s and 35 Degrees in Paihia as well as the ‘IT Festival’

Halloween Wizard and Witches – Saturday 31st October 2015

GET IN THE ‘SPIRIT’

Create that ‘Pumpkin Masterpiece’ & Prizes for the best dressed

Welcome Drink on arrival and Halloween themed Buffet Dinner with lots of fun in between
Tickets available very soon!!

A Date not to be missed for November
Thursday 26 November 2015 - Traditional Thanksgiving Dinner
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OUR PEOPLE and THEIR BOATS
By Darren Crawford
Story told by Russell Harris (Rusty) and R.
Tucker Thompson
A MILLIONAIRE’S LIFE, WITH NO
MONEY
‘Milking cows wasn’t a bad life but I always
dreamed of freedom and the sea seemed to
epitomise freedom.’
Rusty was widowed in 1978. He put a manager on the farm and took a short sabbatical
in Theatre before running off to sea. ‘I was
emotionally, physically and financially bereft’,
so I took a job on the ‘Bounty’.’ This is where
Rusty learned the ropes of a sailing ship,
working as a rigger alongside Todd Thompson who was also a rigger.
Todd’s Father, R. Tucker Thompson, started
the hull but died in the early stages of construction. ‘Funny,’ said Rusty, ‘at the time I
thought, poor Todd! What a terrible inheritance for a 20-year-old man. ‘I had no idea
this would be anything remotely interesting
to me.’
Rusty had sold the farm and was contemplating what to do with his life and life savings
when Todd and his wife Greta knocked on
his door. ‘Rusty, how would you like to invest
your entire savings in this hull project?’ Rusty
replied: ‘I’m 42 years old. I’ve worked all my
life. Why would I throw it all away on someone else’s dream?’ After a little consideration,
Rusty said yes.
The boat needed a fresh start. ‘We shifted the
hull from Todd’s mother’s backyard to Rusty’s
in Mangawhai and began work. It was four
years of hard work, every piece with our own
hands and no money! We enlisted some help

from a Government scheme that subsidised
wages for people without work and somehow
the right people turned up at the right time.
Some very skilled people happened along and
many seemed to become ‘caught up’ in the
dream.’ he project gained momentum until
the money ran out, two years before completion.
While building the ship, two contracts came
up: ‘We skipped from one beautiful thing to
another.’
As if pre-destined, a scout from TVNZ came
looking for a boat to be used in a ‘kid/adult’
smuggler TV series called The Adventurer.
They asked for a price to charter the boat.
‘We gave them a price, which was about what
we figured we need to complete her.’ TVNZ
thought this was steep, so Rusty and Todd
offered a 30% discount if they paid in installments. The project was again underway! The
boat was completed minus the interior ready
for filming. Now they needed money for the
interior!
Rusty and Todd put on their best jeans and
tee-shirts that had hardly any holes. Then
they travelled to Auckland in their best car
(which was ‘a bomb’) to borrow money
from the hugely successful and wealthy Fay
Richwhite. They entered the fancy foyer of ‘a
building that was designed as a monument
to bad taste and wealth.’ Unfortunately Fay
Richwhite only lent above $800,000 and
Rusty and Todd only required $55,000. So
they were sent down the road to another
more suitable lending institution and the
project was underway once again.
The second contract was to participate in
the proposed ‘First fleet re-enactment’, a
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round-the -world sail involving a flotilla of
tall ships. The event was by no means certain.
The concept was to fund the trip by selling
berths, but there were no berths sold because
there were no ships, and there were no ships
because there were no berths sold. It was an
incomplete circle. The Tucker was the first to
sign up. This was the catalyst for other ships
signing on and gave the event organisers terrific motivation. ‘So that’s what we did. We
sailed her around the world with the ‘First
Fleet Re-enactment’ from 1986-1988.’
The Tucker returned to Northland after her
passage and began operating day trips from
Opua as she still does today. This continued
until the French nuclear testing outrage at
Mururoa Atoll. The Tucker and crew decided
to witness this horrific occurrence. ‘We spent
49 days at sea, 18 days at Mururoa,’ says
Rusty. ‘It was bigger than any of us. We were
focused on delivering a political and environmental statement.’
The whole journey was funded by the public
– a groundswell of outrage shouldered by
the normally dormant middle-class New
Zealand. ‘These were not people that would
march or protest, but they certainly carried
a groundswell of opinion outside of and
more powerful than any political ability.’
Old ladies gave money for food, the community held a fundraising party at the Opua
Community Hall, everyone gave something
to support the Tucker on this most important voyage. This was a most important and
significant purpose for the Tucker.

Local Knowledge

The Tucker now has an important role in our
community, particularly in her role in the
‘Life skills through the sea’ youth project.
All funds raised from her tourist run in the
summer fund the very special youth project
through the winter months. ‘Her loyal and
experienced crew take some of our most
vunerable young Northlanders from diﬃdence to excitement by letting them own the
ship – ownership . . . all working and laughing together while sailing that lovely ship.’
Over 30 people have crossed the Tucker’s
decks on their way to becoming Skippers
themselves, and of the hundreds of crew
members many are now working on some of
the most expensive boats in the world.
Rusty feels a great pride for this ship as he
fondly remembers the life he shared with her
and the people who felt drawn to her. She is
in great hands now with Jane and Sam managing the Trust. ‘Having her involved ensures
she will be around for our children in fifty
years,’ says Rusty.
‘This really is a ship where people’s dreams
come true.’

Whether you are looking to have your sails serviced, new sails designed and
built, or your covers taken care of, a North Sails Certified sailmaker can look
after your every need. We offer FREE pickup and delivery, and what’s
more our Opua based loft is right at your fingertips! Contact Roger Hall on
027 525 1891 or roger.hall@northsails.com and discover the difference.

Bay of Islands
RACING

| CRUISING

| SERVICE

|

COVERS

www.nz.northsails.com
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PLEASE SUPPORT OUR SPONSORS

W

ithout the kind support of all
our advertisers and sponsors, the
OCC simply wouldn’t be able to
produce this magazine.

CMC DESIGN

BOATBUILDING I FURNITURE I TIMBERWORK

So please show your support in return,
and use the products and services advertised in Tell Tales whenever possible.
Thanks!

Unit 16
Baffin Street
Opua

Craig McInnes call (09) 402 5020
mobile 021 344 158 fax 09 402 5021
i n f o @ c m c d e s i g n . c o . n z w w w. c m c d e s i g n . c o . n z
Unit D, Opua Commercial Estate, Bay of Islands

CMCdesign_FV.indd 1

Proud sponsors

Opening hours:
Mon-Fri: 8am-5pm
Sat: 8am-5pm
Sun: 8am-5pm

of the Summer Series
For all your marine
supplies, and now
professional rigging
services too

0800 CATER MARINE

sales@catermarine.co.nz

www.catermarine.co.nz

OPUA 2012

We specialise in:
Batteries
Solar panels
LED lighting
Stockists of: Pratley Adhesives
marine insTallaTion & repairs
Unit 6, Opua Marine Park, Baffin St, Opua
Tel/Fax: 09 402 7177
www.marineelectricsopua.co.nz

19/08/10 12:01 PM
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CLASSIFIED LISTINGS
Place a free classified listing in Tell Tales by
emailing info@opuacruisingclub.co.nz. If
you sell an item via our Classifieds section,
we request that you make a small, voluntary
donation (e.g. 5% of the value) to the club.
For Sale - Laser Yacht NO. 115958
Reasonably good condition-recently being
raced at club level. Top full and radial
mast sections, plus boom c/w turbo vang
(Radial section has slight bend)
Full Laser (Ex 150049) sail, Full Rooster, and
laser 5.7 radial sail (Ex 136673).
Two sets of foils, c/w Ronstan battle stick
extension fitted with some aftermarket gear
eg: kicking strap Rooster hull cover in very
average condition. Comes with registered and
warranted hosking road trailer. $2400 ONO
Leo McCullough muckycolours@orcon.net.
nz Phone Evenings: 09 4357436

Moorings for Sale
3 x moorings for sale in the area between
Pine Island and the Opua Cruising club. 2 of
them are 2 tonne and one four tonne.
Expressions of interest to Darren 09 4027143
FOR SALE -‘DELINQUENT’
YOUNG 88 – 1986
Sale by owner of seventeen years, primarily
driven by health reasons. To be sold in an ‘as
is where is’ condition. Offers over the $30K
will be considered.
Yacht currently moored in Whangarei
Harbour, and can be viewed by arranging an
appointment by contacting Leo after hours
on (09) 4357436 or Carol on 0277110468
or alternatively by email:
muckycolours@orcon.net.nz Phone Evenings: 09 4357436

_____________________________________________________________

Winner of Musket
Cove Hobie Cat
Challenge was Team
Libertee

Labour Day

Monday

28

Spring Twilight Cater
Marine Series Race 5

21

Spring Twilight Cater
Marine Series Race 4

14

Spring Twilight Cater
Marine Series Race 3

7

Spring Twilight Cater
Marine Series Race 2

Darts

Quiz

Darts

Bingo

Darts

Thursday

29

22

15

8

1

2

9

23

30
Anne of Craicor
Makana Confections Ladies Series
Race 3

Road Runner
Tavern Series
Rum Race 2

16
Anne of Craicor
Makana Confections Ladies Series
Race 2

Road Runner
Tavern Series
Rum Race 1

Anne of Craicor
Makana Confections Ladies Series
Race 1

Friday

October 2015

Wednesday

Halloween

extended
weekend
cruise TBC

Season Opening
BBQ & Dance!

Saturday

31

24

17

10

3

Check the online calendar at www.opuacruisingclub.co.nz/events for the latest information on racing and events.

27

20

19

26

13

12

Committee
Meeting

6

5

Tuesday

4

extended
weekend
cruise TBC

Seapower Two
Handed Series
Race 1

25

18

11
JAMES WRIGHT
SCOTT CUP
RBC noon Start

Sunday
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